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ii 
Intensive survey for archaeological sites and analysis 
of settlement pattern and shore characteristics is pre-
sented,. These data are evaluated for their bea rinq on the 
relative age and relative sea-level rise of the west-central 
Maine coast. Results indicate that, althouqh occupation 
prior to 2500 BP did occur, most of the evidence has been 
eroded... Erosion of the Muscongus/St,. George req ion is mo["e 
apparent than for the Boothbay region, however, this is 
probably not the result of differential relative sea-level 
rise. 
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This project is a joint venture by the Institute for 
Quaternary Studies (for the 
through tho Maine Geological 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
survey), the Maine Historic 
Preservation Commission, and Maine Sea Grant~ The interests 
of these three agencies vary somewhat but overlap apprecia-
bly. This report deals predominantly with the findings of 
the project for a coastal erosion assessment of the prehis-
toric archaeological sites, and the iruplica tions for rela-
tive sea-level rise and coastal stability. A companion 
report (Kellogg 1984) prepared for the Maine Historic 
Preservation Commission provides details of test excavations 
at several sites, and a settlement pattern analysis of all 
the known prehistoric sites,. The specific qoals of this 
pcoject are: 
1) a survey of prehistoric coastal settlements :in the 
study area, 
2) a characterization of the environmental settinq of 
each site, 
3) an assessment of the impacts of coastal erosion on 
each site, 
4) an age estimate of as many sites as possible, and 
5) test excavations for gathering preliminary information 
on site contents and stratiqraphy, and to obtain 
material for radiocarbon aqc determination .. 
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This report will focus on characterizinq the observed 
coastal erosion, its effects on the archaeoloqical site dis-
tribution, and implications of the archaeoloqical record for 
coastal stability. 
The rationale for includinq a study of archaeoloqical 
sites in a project concerned with coasta1 stability is that 
the maximum age of coastal occupations provides a minimum 
age for the shoreline at a particular location,. If one area 
of the coast is subsiding relative to another, then older 
coastal sites should be preserved in the more slowly subsid-
ing area,, 
The archaeological record is the result of complex 
human behavior beginninq :with the predepositional process of 
selecting a settlement location {Bailey 1983). Social. eco-
nomic, and geomocphic factors all influence that decision to 
varying degrees~ Thus, the presence or absence of prehis-
toric sites at the coast is first and foremost a cultural 
phenomena. Coastal erosion is a post-depositional process 
acting on the products of cultural processes. Many assump-
tions (Sanger 1985:50) enter into a comparative study of 
large geographic areas and long spans of time. This study 
focuses on validating a ccm~arison of coastal erosion 
through study o.f the cultural pattern of settlement in two 
adjacent areas, and ignores other issues relevant to a 
larger scale e£f ort. 
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'I'he study area enco.mpasses the coastline between Nev 
Harbor in Bristol Township, and Owls Head in owls Head 
Township.. Maine. This comprises all t.i dal portions of the 
Medomak and st. George Rivers, and all islands in the area, 
includinq the Muscle Ridqe Islands on the west side of 
Pen ob scot Bay (F iqure 1).., The coastal environments vary 
widely throughout the study area a.nd are controlled by two 
main factors,: ( 1) exposure to open ocean processes, and 
(2) bedrock composition and structure,. 
-Following the classification used in the Boothba v study 
!Kellogg 1982), three zones can be identified {Figure 2): 
1) an outer coastal zone impacted by ocean swell and 
coastal storms 11 
2) a transition zone which receives some swell due to 
wave refraction, but with qenerally more restricted 
fetches and only marginal exposure to storm waves, 
3} an inner coastal zone not exposed to ocean swell, and 
impacted only by l-0cally generated wind waves of lim-
ited size .. 
Similar zonation has been found to apply to the entire coast 
{Kelley, in press) and on the smaller scale of a single bay 
[Shipp ~!-2:.L.., in press). 
The outer zone is dominated by extensive bedrock shores 
varying from wide, low-angle ramps to steep hiqh cliffs .. 
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Boulder pocket beaches are found 
beach of cobbles and bouiders is 
in bedrock qaps. A storm 
common in the supratidal 
zone, sometimes extendinq into the terrestrial veqet.ation .. 
The transi tiona1 zone shares features with both the 
outerq 
coast ... 
wave-dominated coast and the inner, title-dominated 
Bedrock shores are less extensive and storm beaches 
less common.. In more protected locales, salt marsh frinqinq 
can develop and mudflats can accumulate; however, these are 
not extensive or well developed. 
The inner coastal zone is characterized by extensive 
mudflats and marsh development constrained by local shore~ 
line configurations, effective fetch, and tidal currents. 
Exposed bedrock supratidal shores ace still common, but low 
energy beaches are found where bedrock qaps occur. 
Across the study area, west to east, the bedrock 
changes from tilted metasedi mentary sandstones and schists 
to granitic intrusives (Guidotti 1979; Hussey 1971), {Figure 
J). At the extreme west, intrusives occur in thin veins. 
In the central area, the bedrock is mixed. Large masses of 
intrusives are common~ ~o the east, intrusive bedrock pre-
dominates with rare outcrops of metasediments. Island 
shapes reflect these trends. 
Overlaying the three enerqy zones onto this bedrock 
gradation produces a wide variety of environments. Local 
conditions depend on the combination of bedrock type and 
structure, orientation of shore, and exposure to storm 
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waves,.. The complex subaer ia 1 topog ra ph y is also reflected 
in the submarine topography,. wave energy reaching the shore 
at any given location is not simply a function of orienta-
tion and fetch, but also, 
terns .. 
of complex wave refraction pat-
Surficial deposits are of glacial and early post gla-
cial origin (Thompson 1978). The study area was first modi-
fied by overriding ice which deepened existing drainages, 
eroded less resistant bedrock, shaped the bedrock into 
streamlined and plucked forms, and deposited till, moraines, 
anti outwash,. Marine clays {Bloom 1963) were deposited on 
top of this, especially in depressions, and thicken towards 
Penobscot Bay,. All of these deposits were subject to poten-
tial re-working as sea-level fell prior to 9,000 B.P •• 
SURVEY SAMPLING DESIGN 
A stratified random design was employed in order to 
obtain a representative sample of the coastline in the study 
area. The coast was divided into the followinq strata 
[Kellogg 1984): mainland, inner coastal islands, ernbayment-
mouth islands, and outer-fringe islands. The last two 
island strata were further subdivided into isolated islands 
and island groups {Table 1) • 
The mainland stratum vas sampled by markinq off the 
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coastline into 5 km. sampling segments. These were numbered 
seguentially and a 253 sample selected by rolling 20-sided 
dice. Thus, 23 five kilometer segments of mainland coast 
were chosen for survey. 
The island strata were sampled differently because 
large islands would be over represented by layinq out 5 km4 
segments over seveJ::-al islands. Instead, the average perime-
ter length of the smallest islands was used as the sampling 
seqment. This lenqth vas determined to be 400 m. Thus~ all 
island shoreline had an equal chance of be.inq sampled. 
Figure 4 shows the placement of random survey seqments. 
A sample of ninety 100 rn. coastal seqrnents was selected 
from within the 253 random sample to characterize the physi-
cal environment [Kellogg 1982:28-31). 
In addition to the randomized design, a high probabil-
ity classification was applied based on the results of the 
Boothbay study (Kellogg 1982:87-94, 1984: 12-14). Five vari-
ables were selected as important: (1) distance to beach for 
boat landing, (2) dist a nee to mudflat, (3) overall marine 
environment, (4) aspect of the shore, and (5) tbe slope of 
the land. Each variable •as given equal weight. Usinq this 
technique, 15344 kilometers (20.8 3) of shoreline vas clas-
sified as high probability {Fiqure 5). Of this, 40.2 km~ 
fell vithin the random sampling design already established~ 
TABLE 1: COAS'fLINE LENGTHS AND SAMPLING STRATA 
-, 
j I Length JN urn be.r: j Leuqth of l Number of 
• IS tr at um jof I Sampling 4coastlineJislands or I 
I 1coastline1segments !Sampled j Groups J 
I I I I J J 
)Mainland I 4 67. 8km f 23 I 115.0km )42 J 
J I I I l j 
~ 
! Inner i I l j I 
Uslands J • 6,. 7 j11 j 4 .. 4 I 6 J 
l I I d I I 
llsolaterl J I I I 
J Emb ay rnent 11 o. 7 122 J 8 .. 8 124 I 
JMouth Islands I J I a I 
JGrouped I t I jEmbayrnent 11H .. 4 163 j 25 .. 2 110 qroups 
I Mouth Islandst I I j62 islands 
!Isolated I I J I I 
1outer:-fringe j 17. 5 111 14,.4 J 14 j 
Jislands I J t 4 l 
I- i 
!Grouped I I J I I 
JO uter-f.ri~1ge 196 .. J 156 122" 4 J 6 q coups j 
J Islands I l l I 58 islands I 
I i * 1, 2 a J j *2 
• JTotals 1726.Jkm I 186km 1180 .. 2km • 207 islands J 
d I J I I J 1-----------.L...---------L----·-----.l.-------..1..----------J 
Mainland coastal length = 391km±5km 
Island coastal length = 345.4kro±4km 
Total coastline= 736.4km±9km 
*1: There is a 1-2% error in measurinq coastal lengths. 
*2: Many very tiny rock ledqes counted in the original 
coastline totals were excluded from the sarnplinq design~ 
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SUMMARY OF SURVEY FINDINGS 
Before survey began in 1983, 97 archaeoloqical sites 
were on record. Intensive survey located an additional 120 
to bring the total to 217. Virtually all of the 253 random 
sample ~as covered, except for five 400m s£qments on inac-
cessible outer islands. Eighty nine of the ninety 100m ran-
dom study locations were visited. A total of 31543 km. of 
shore was suI:veyed'@ outside of the random design 29. 9 km .. 
of High Probability shoreline was covered,. Also, 105 .. 2 km .. 
of shore were surveyed in walkinq completely around islands 
and to and from sampling desiqn shores4 
Sixty four sites of the total 217 fell within the 25% 
random sucvey.. Of these, 33 ( 523) were along H iqh 
Probability shore. One hundred and one (46.5%) of the 217 
sites wer~ along High Probability shore. 
SETTLEMENT PATTERN 
Ana.1 ysis (Kelloqg 1984: 52-99) shows that settlement 
decisions based on geomorpholoqical characteristics of par-
ticular coastal locations stronqly influenced prehistoric 
occupation in the study area. The important characteristics 
are access to beach type shores, ea~tern throuqh southern 
exposures, protection from wave dominated environments, and 
12 
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access to mudflat intertidal resources. 
Slight differences between the Muscongus/S~ Georqe and 
Boothbay regions are due to changes in the bedrock structure 
from east to west, longer fetches, and the number of islands 
in Muscongus Bay. 
TEST EXCAVATIONS 
Six sites were test excavated by digqinq at least one 
1 x1 m square .. The sites were located in three diff ecent 
environ mental zones: outer island; estuary mouth; and mid-
estuary. Details of these test excavations are qiven in 
Kellogq 198 4 .. 
Charcoal samples for ci• datinq were recovered from two 
sites. A 25x25cm column sample was taken from site 17-11. 
Sixteen samples of flotation charcoal, ~y~, D~f£gB~£iA, and 
fi.Yii.l!!§. shells were removed at 15cm depth intervals and suh-
mi tted to the Smithsonian Ins·titution Radiocarbon 
Laboratory. 
Eldridge (1980, 1981) has tested nine sites in the St,. 
George River area. •rhus, about 7% of the 217 sites in the 
Musconqus/St.. George reqion have received some professional 
subsurface exploration. .From these excavations, indications 
are that most of the extant occupation was durinq the last 
200 0 yrs. 
14 
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Eldridge notes that earlier occupati-0ns have shown up in 
amateur ~ollections from shell middens, and from above the 
head of tide near the town of iarren. Examination of the 
three largest collections from the st. George RivEr and 
Tenants Barbor area daring the present study suggests that 
much of the earlier cultural material has come from beach 
collections in front of extant sites rather tban intact 
deposits. Therefore, much of the Archaic Period occupation 
(prior to about 2500 BP) has succumbed to erosion. 
Several locations were discovered in the Medomat 
River/Muscongus Sound area where occupation was indicated 
only by the presence of artifacts on the intertidal shore. 
Two of these sites produced artifacts of the Susquehanna 
period (4000-2600 B.P .. ). 
produced such material. 
None of the test excavations have 
Aqain, occupations prior to A.D. 0 
are indicated, but intact deposits are rare. 
In the Boothbay region, prececamic material is somewhat 
more common,. Intact deposits are known :from several sites 
(Sanger, personal communication). All known artifacts older 
than 5000 BP~ however, are from disturbed deposits {Sanqer 
n~d~)~ It appears from these indications that erosion is 
somewhat further advanced in the Muscongus/St. Georqe reqion 
in comparison to the Boothbay region. 
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.INT.RO DUCTION 
The erosion of unconsolidated sediments overl yinq bed-
rock is controlled by the variabi1ity in storm sizes and the 
rate of relative sea-level rise in allowiaq water to reach 
·to higher: and higher elev a ti ans {Kello qq 1982: 111-16 8) • A 
probabilistic formula can be written to summarize this qeo-
era 1 model: 
P ( E) ·= .EJ~l'l_.:t_l2J.!t!:!l,, 
p{H'I') + p(SR) 
where p{E) is the probability that a storm may erode, p(HT) 
is the p.robabil.i ty that the storm coincides with a h iqh 
tidal stage, p(ST) the probability that the storm tide is 
larger than for previous storms, p(WH) is the probability 
that the wave heights generated by the storm winds are 
larger than for previous storms, and p(SR) is the probabil-
ity that sea-level has risen since the last erosional storm. 
This formulation is presented foe its heuristic value,. 
The values of p(S~) and pfWH) are not totally independent. 
T~ey represent two potentially important parameters of 
storms which may have an erosional impact on the shore. The 
magnitude of one does not influence the other: ho1Never, they 
are both determined by storm intensity~ track, and other 
factors"" The ref ore, they will u.sually covary; that is, a 
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more intense storm is likely to pcoduce both a larqe storm 
tide £!lf! large waves .. 
For zpecific locations along the coast, these probabil-
ities are modified by individual physical parameters of the 
location,, These are;: the heiqht of the scarp base lor 
beginning of the unconsolidated sediment/veqetation zone) 
above t1H'W - Hb; the width of the supratidal zone - sw; the 
slope of the supratidal zone - ss: the wave approach anqle -
ia; the offshore bathymetry - Bo - vhich modifies wave 
heigh ts and a pp roach angl€s; and the 0erode-abi1it y 11 of the 
unconsolidated sediments - E.b. "Erode-abi1 ityn is deter-
mined by a number of factors including the stratiqraphy and 
composition of the sediments, the cliff or scarp form, veqe-
tation cover, and others. 
Erosion may occur if the probabilistic parameters con-
tr:o lling storm water elevations and enei:qies, overcome the 
shore parameters resistinq and modifyinq wave attack. The 
formula for the probability that a storm may cause erosion 
at a specific location becomes: 
This model holds for outeI-coastal locations that are 
exposed to storm waves4 The inner 8 tide-dominated coast is 
not reached by storm waves. Only locally generated wind 
waves are ilnportant,. At these types of locations, another 
local parameter must be added, ie. - effective fetch - Fe .. 
The p (W H) term is no longer critica L. In many cases, 1mc on-
18 
solidated sediments are exposed at, or ve r.y near MHW.. Th us., 
any storm that raises vater levels above normal may contrib-
ute to erosion, not just record breaking storms as in the 
outer coastal zone. The probability factors for tidal 
stage, storm tide, and relative, sea-level r-ise are much 
more important for the inner coastal zone, 
height factor is almost negligible~ 
while tlie wave 
The result of these differences between the inner and 
outer coast is that the probability that erosion will occur 
in the inner zone, during individual storms, is somewhat 
higher. Thus. active erosional scarps and distorted tree 
growth are more common .. 
once erosion al scarps have been initiated, subaer ial 
processes of slope development become dominant {Emery and 
Kuhn 19 82) .. From field -0bservations, qround moisture is a 
significant factor. During the winter and sprinq, saturated 
and thawing sediments often slump., Suhsequen t tidal cycles, 
and storms move these sediments a-way from the scarp base. 
Therefore, acti VE ecos.ional scarps tend to remain active .. 
It appears that. at present, erosional events are common 
enough so that many scarps do not have time to recover and 
stabilize before another event. 
To apply this model to a longer time scale, probabili-
ties must be determined for an average storm. or an 
expected, maximal storm, such as the Synthetic Northeaster 
developed by Stone and Webster Enqineerinq (1978). Over a 
19 
lonq time span, (for example:: the post-glacial period) this 
expected, maximal storm may itself vary with shifts in cli-
mate. Of course, the rate of relative sea-level rise, and 
tidal amplitude (Grant 1970, Scott and Greenberg 1983' have 
not been constant in the Gulf of Maine throughout the post-
glacial either. 
The model outlined above was developed for the Boothbay 
region. The Musconqus/St. George region is more complicated 
because a larger percentage of the coast is exposed to 
medium length fetches. The mixed-energy zone, therefor:e, is 
more extensive. Moreover, the bedrock chanqes, and the 
coast is more open to the south and east. 
Shoreline Types of the Muscongus/St. George Reqion 
The six shoreline types defined for the Boothbay Reqion 
(Kellogg 1982: 182-196) did not suffice for: the present 
study .. Sand beach shores are very rare; however, sorted 
gra ve1,, cobble, and boulder beaches are common ... In addi-
tion, storm berms of wave-tossed rocks occur with rock ramp, 
rock step, rock cliff, beach ~ith scarp, and intermittent 
r:ock/beach shores. Storm controlled pocket beaches also 
occur~ Often the storm .berm may be over-riding the unconso-
lidated sediments at the shore (Plate 1). Another shore 
type, of limited extent, is a wide expanse of marsh over a 
i 
Plate 1: l storm beach. The beach is confined aetween two 
bedrock outcrops. Beach gravels are overriding the unconso-
lidated sediments on which dying, and dead trees qrow. 
I\) 
0 
high, intertidal bedrock ledqe .. 
expanses of Beac;h w/Scarp shores., 
Beach w/ Scarp shores were usually 
21 
Also found are lonq 
In the Boothbay area, 
limited to a hundred 
meters at most. However, this type of shore may extend for 
hundreds of meters in the Musconqus/St. Georqe reqion. 
Shi pp ~1-~1~ in pr:-ess, in a study of Gouldsboro Bay, cal led 
such shor:-es n11near frinqing beach""° Table 2 shows the fre-
quency distribution of shore types for the Mu.sconqus/SL 
George region" 
Bedrock shores predominate; 55% of the shore is bedrock 
in some form.. Of that, 4 .. 43 is impacted by waves to such a 
degree that storm berms of qravel. cobbles, or boulders have 
formed above MHW. The Boothbay region, on the other hand, 
is 68% rocky shores with the addition of storm berms only in 
rare cases. Twenty-nine percent of the Musconqus/St. Georqe 
shore is beach, while 21.6% of the Boothbay shores are beach 
type .. The presence of long, fringing beaches account for 
much of this diffErence. 
The presence of more beach type shores in the present 
study region means that SEVEilE type erosion (Kelloqg 
1982: 197-199) is much more evident. For example, along the 
western shore of Louds Island, fringing beach extends almost 
the entire length of the island broken only by a few bedrock 
outcrops which form small headlands. Erosion is SEVERE all 
along there; steep, unvegetated scarps are extensive, and 
fallen trees are common~ 
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TABLE 2: SHORELINE TYPE DISTRIBUTION OF HA1.WOI1 LOCATIONS 
r- -,. , 
J Shoreline Type I Frequency J Percentaqe I 
---~ 
• 
Bedrock .Ramp I 22 I 24 .. 7 
• j J J I 
-~ 
t Bedrock Step 1 4 15.7 I 
j I 
J Bedrock Cliff 9 10.1 
j 
I Bedrock Ramp 1 1.1 
l w /Stocm Berm I d I 
t----------------------+----------------+------------1 
f Bedrock Step t 1 I 1 .. 1 t 
! w/Storm Beem J I I 
l Bedrock Cliff 1 1 .. 1 
j w/Storrn Berm 
Beach w/Scarp I 1 1 12 .. 4 
4 
J Pocket Storm 2 1 2 .. 3 I 
a Beach J l 
I Salt Marsh on 3 3. 4 
• 
Bedrock Terrace 
Salt Marsh J t 1 12 .. 4 I 
~ j 
Intermittent 13 14 .. 6 
Beach and Bedr-ock 
Bedrock Step VI/ 1 1 .. 1 
over-riding Storm Berm 
} Totals 89 j 100 t.__ ______________________ .J..... ______________ _,__ __________ _. 
2J 
Another difference between the present study area and 
the Boothbay region is the thickness of unconsolidated sedi-
ments over the bedcock, especially the thickness of 
Presumpscot marine clays. Althouqh not guanti d by meas-
urements, Presumpscot sediments apparently thicken towards 
Penobscot Bay"' In some places, these sediments ar€ thick 
enough to succumb to large scale slumping. Slump blocks of 
1m across are not uncommou~ In one location, a block 15rn 
across had recently undergone a rotational slump fPlate 2). 
Thom'!Json (1978.: 36-37) describes a large slump of this 
type near nockland.. Grmmd water saturation appears to be 
the major factor in such slumping, although the removal 0£ 
buttressing support at the scarp foot by marine pcocesses 
cannot b€ discounted. All the slumps observed, however, 
vere in the tide-dominated zone, vhere wave action could be 
virtually eliminated as a factor~ 
The slump shown in Plate 2 had occurred in two stages. 
First saturated sediments low on the scarp had liquefied and 
flowed carrying a dead tree upright down into the tidal 
channel. A section of shore 1 to 2 m wide, held toqether by 
roots, was left completely undercut,.. Second, this section 
broke loose and fell forward on top of the mudslide. I very 
small prehistoric shell deposit was exposed when this slump 
took place. The intertidal portions of the mudslide had 
clearly been rewocked by tidal action six weeks later, when 
the location was revisited~ 
Plate 2: Rotational slump of Presuapscot sediaents. The 
two trees in the f oreqround Mere moved from their original 
growth positions by liquefied flow of sediments. Other 
trees broke loose from the unsupported scarp and fe11 for -
vards. 
I\) 
.i:i. 
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TABLE J: EROSION DISTRIBUTION FOR THE MUSCONGUS/ST. GEORGE 
REGION 
.---------~~----------~----~--------,------~---~ J Active I I Bandom ~ Random I 
J ErosionJ All Sites I Survey I Loca~ I 
J Class l I Sites 4 tions I 
NC NE 1 * o ... 53 
a MINIMAL! 7 3 .. 3 0 0 
3,. 431 
~ 
24 .. 7J 
I MINOR I 42 l 19 .. 7 I 9 J 14 .. 5 I 27 j 30 .. 41 
1---------1-----4------+-------+----------f----+-----~ 
I l1EDIUM 1 56 J 26.,3 l 12 I 19.4 I 25 J 28.01 
I SEVERE i 107 1 so .. 21 41 I 66 .. t I 12 J 13 .. Sj 
~---------+-----4------+----+------ -+------+-------1 
l Totals I 213 l 100 I 62 J 100 'I 89 I 100 I 
l.------.1.. -..1...... J 
* Frequency 
Note~ Erosion classes are defined in Kellogg 1982:197-202. 
Erosion is, generally, more evident ill the 
Mu.scongus/St. George reqion than in the Boothbay r:eqion .. 
Extensive, open scarps of unconsolidated sediments with dis-
torted and toppled trees are much more common. Table 3 
shovs the frequency distribution for erosion classes for the 
.Muscongus/St. George region .. Sixty~six percent of the ran-
dom survey archaeological sites, and 50 percent of all sites 
suffer SEVERE erosion, compared to only 13.5 percent of the 
random locations~ 
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For the Boothbay reqioo the numbers are 14 perceut 
SEVERE erosion for 190 archaeoloqical sites, and five per-
cent for: the 190 random locations (Kelloqg 1982: 167},. 1'his 
does not mean that erosion is more rapid in the present 
study area, only that relatively more shoreline is in the 
same state of erosion. The reasons for this difference 
between the two areas appear to be due to the lonqer 
.fetches, and the thickness of unconsolidated sediments 
exposed at low el€vations subject to marine processes., The 
combination of increased percentages of beach shores and 
thicker sediroen·ts results in more SEVERE type erosional 
scarps .. 
Since sites are found at basically the same types of 
locations as in the Boothbay study, and erosion is impactinq 
these locations more severely it may be concluded that sites 
have not been lost where erosion is less severe~ 
Indications are, however, that some sites have complete1 y 
eroded leaving only some small amount of cultural material 
on the shoce. 
Shore Profiles 
Shore profiles were recorded at selected locations to 
measure the slope 0£ the supratidal zone and the anqle of 
repose of erosional scarps. A Suunto clinometer mounted on 
I 
s) 
I 
I 
I 
---
--
---
-- --
---
---
--
---~--- ----- r+ ----- - - 5---r -- --"'P :='.:C - ---~--- \ b 
a SD 
ID 
figure 6. Shore profile mca~uremcnts. Usinq qeometric and 
triqnometric relationships SD, SE. HYP, SH, d, q, b, p, and 
a can be calculated from measurements of s, ID, IH, r, and 
c. 
SE 
MHW 
IH 
I\) 
....., 
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a monopod provided a means of measurinq anqles and a 
constant instrument heiqht (IH) (Figure 6) .. Angles :were 
recorded by sighting to the base and top of scarps, and 
down-shore a measured dis·tance ( tidal staqe allowed) from 
approximate MHW .. Distances wEre measured to about a 10cm 
accuracy with a JOm tape. These measurements are admittedly 
rough. Error: is possible due to pJ.acin q the mono pod 
slightly off vertical, and in one~person tapinq of dis-
taoces. The results are useful for showing some typical, or 
common, shore profiles, but do not represent the shores of 
the study area in a statistical way. 
Seventy- two profiles were taken at 46 archaeological 
sites, nine random locations, six miscellaneous locations, 
and at nine tree coring locations (Table 4) ... Profile A is 
common for SEVERE erosional 
\;, 
scarps. A qradually slopinq 
v 
uppershore abuts a steep scarp of unconsolidated sediments~ 
Often roots hold together sediments to farm an overhanq inq 
zone at the top 0£ the scarp. Blocks of sediments held 
together by roots are sometimes found ~n the scarp (Plate 
3).. Un vegetated scarps of Presumpscot sediments commonly 
repose at between 50 to 70 deqrees. 
In some cases, a very steep, or vertical scarp is found 
at the top of the main scarp face (Figure 7, 
Transitional to Profile B is E 4 • A medium anqle scarp, less 
than 50 degrees, may have a small, high angle scarp at its 
base .. 
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TABLE 4: SHORE PROFILE DATA 
------~----~------~-------------~------------------~~--------
---=---=--·---..------- ------....... -----------------·-·--------~--------"""""-
SCA.UP SCAR l? SCARP l\ NGLE UPPER LOWER SHORE 
§I!t_!.!h. Il~IQYI ~1EX~ J2I~.I!.. !L~g!.. ~l!Q,R] 2IlQl!!! ll.R] 
!££h~~g!2gif~l-~ii~2 
AS17006 2 .. 30 o.oo o.oo 37 G 10 Beach \I /Scarp 
AS 17008 J.00 o ... 70 2,. 00 42 16 
" 
Beach w /Scar-p 
AS11011 0,.90 0.80 5 .. 00 25 9 
" 
Beach w/Scarp 
AS17013 2 .. 45 o,. 70 It .. 9 5 38 8 7 Beach w/Scarp 
AS17021 0 .. 70 o .. 70 8.50 90 5 Beach w/Scai:p 
AS 17022 a .. 4 o 1 .• 2 0 8. 70 43 8 
" 
Beach w /Scarp 
AS17034 L60 0 .. 80 5,. 90 46 8 3 Beach w /Scarp 
AS17035 o .. 40 L,30 6 ... 90 47 11 4 Rock and Storm Beach 
AS170J8 4 .. 70 1.,00 8 .. 45 39 7 Beach w/Scarp 
AS H042 1 .. 40 o,. 90 3 .. 90 43 14 Beach w /Scarp 
AS17058 o.so L.20 4.85 33 14 Bedrock Ramp 
AS17080 1 .. 70 odO 10 4 .. 45 38 9 7 Beach w/Scarp 
ASi7085 0.65 J,. 95 
" 
9 7 Beach w/Scarp 
AS17088 o .. 60 L.10 8. 70 90 7 • Ramp w/Storm Beach 
ASl7099 0 .. 30 L. OD 11. 0 90 5 Beach w/Scarp 
AS17104 1. 00 o .. 80 5 .. 90 29 8 .. Beach w/Scarp 
AS17108 o .. oo 1. 55 9 .. 90 .. 9 
" 
Step w/Storm Beach 
AS 17109 2.40 o. 20 4 .. 70 65 3 9 Beach w/Scarp 
AS17110 1. 40 a.so 4.90 37 9 7 storm Beach 
AS17d11 o .. 00 1,. 40 8 .. 90 .. 9 8 Storm Beach 
AS17116 0.80 L.tO 8 .. 90 . 33 7 Beach v /Sea rp 
ASH 120 o .. 60 L.20 6,.90 32 10 8 Ramp w/Storrn Beach 
AS17123A o .. 85 o .. 15 5,,, 90 90 10 6 Beach w /Scarp 
AS17123B 0 .4 0 0.70 6.00 21 7 .. Bedrock Ramp 
AS17124 0,. '° 0 0"'80 a .. 40 .. 14 6 Hamp w /St or Ill Beach 
AS17126 o .. 00 1 .. 10 8 .. 50 .. 7 4 Rock and Storm Beach 
AS17141 1 .. 50 o .. 70 6 .. 00 48 7 .. Bedrock Step 
AS18003 0.30 1..20 8 .. 90 63 8 Ramp w/Storm Beach 
AS18012 L.70 o .. so J,,, 00 36 9 9 Salt Marsh 
AS27005 1. 70 1.20 6 .. 90 J4 10 Beach w;scarp 
AS27006A L. 30 L. 00 5 .. 90 41 10 .. Beach w/Scarp 
AS27006B 1 .. 60 0.80 3.90 52 H 
" 
Beach ~/Scarp 
AS27021 0,. SS 0,.. 15 L. JO 30 7 Beach w /Scarp 
AS2702J 1. 70 0 .. 50 1.,80 39 17 5 Beach w/Scacp 
AS27024 J. 00 o .. 60 4,. 00 40 8 7 Beach w/Scarp 
AS27025 2" 90 0.80 3 .. 40 38 14 8 Beach w/Scarp 
AS 27029 o .. 90 1.00 5 .. 20 42 11 
"' 
Beach w /Sca.a:p 
AS27030 1.. 70 0 .. 80 1 .. 80 22 24 9 Beach w/Scarp 
AS27031 L. 35 o .. 70 1.. 90 43 20 Salt Marsh 
AS27032 1. 20 1.20 4,, 10 56 16 7 Salt Marsh 
AS2703.3 1 .. 90 o .. 70 2 .. 90 38 14 5 Marsh on Bedrock 
---------------------------------~---------_.-------·--------..-------
---~--------------------------~---------------------------------
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TABLE 4: Continued 
--~-~---~~-----------~-~-~-----------~----~---~--~-----~---
SCARP SCARP 
SITE ID. HEIGHT ELEV. 
!££h~§2!2g1£il=~i~~§--
A S28010 1~30 0.60 
AS28014 3.50 1.30 
AS28027 1.5-0 0.60 
AS28028 2.60 0.,60 
AS28032 1.50 0.35 
AS28034 1.00 0.30 
AS28041 2.00 2.20 
Random Locations 
-Rsooo14---2:20-
a so o o 11 o .. o o 
RS00019 1. 70 
RS0002i ,. 
RS00037 5~20 
RS00053 L. 40 
RS00056 0,,30 
RS00057 0,.30 
RS00084 
o .. 70 
2.80 
o .. 40 
a .. 60 
0.80 
o .. 80 
1 .. 20 
L.QS 
1 .. 10 
Miscellaneous Locations 
SCARP ANGLE UPPER LOWER SHORE 
QI~I~ BEP. 2BQil~ ~liQ~~ 1YP] 
5"' 30 
6 .. 40 
3.40 
4.3-0 
J. 50 
3,, 30 
11. 9 
1. .. 40 
7 .. 50 
4.30 
4 .. 80 
2 .. 00 
7.50 
8 .. 90 
9 .. 60 
4 .. 90 
7.2 
62 
37 
29 
38 
44 
52 
59 
68 
41 
39 
63 
47 
7 
12 
10 
8 
6 
23 
10 
16 
.. 
5 
18 
21 
6 
18 
6 
3 
6 
18 
7 
8 
9 
8 
6 
6 
.. 
t2 
12 
9 
4 
Beach 
Storm 
Beach 
Beach 
Beach 
Beach 
Beach 
w /Scarp 
Beach w/Scarp 
w /Scarp 
w /Scarp 
lil/Scarp 
w/Scarp 
w/Scarp 
Beach w/Scarp 
Bedrock Cliff 
Bedrock Step 
Bed rock Ramp 
Beach w/Scarp 
Sa.J_ t Marsh 
Ramp v/5torm Beach 
Bedrock Ramp 
step w/ overridinq 
-MSOOOOT ___ o:oo--1;30--3.25 
Beach 
MS000-02 0.00 1.00 7.90 
21 
7 
9 
10 
9 
7 
6 
7 
Bedrock Ramp 
Rock and Storm 
Beac.h w /Scarp 
Beach w/Scarp 
Beach v/Scarp 
Beach w/Scarp 
Beach. 
MSOOOOJ 1 .. 30 0,.,60 3., 95 
MS00004 2.50 0.50 2.95 
MS00005 2.70 0~70 4.45 
MS00006 0.60 1.35 10>9 
!£g~-~2£ing_1Q£~~ion§ 
TC00001 0.10 0 .. 00 
TC00-002 0.90 0.00 
TC00003 2.30 0.30 
TC00004 0.70 0.90 
TC00005 O .. 00 O .. 40 
TC00006 0.70 1.00 
TC00007 0~50 0.30 
TC00008 0.60 0~90 
TC09/10 L.40 0 .. 70 
o .. 00 
o .. 00 
2 .. 00 
5.40 
2. 90 
4 .. 10 
3 .. 00 
5 .. 40 
4 .. 95 
b2 
63 
J7 
24 
90 
90 
51 
42 
90 
90 
51 
8 
8 
12 
9 
7 
9 
8 
.. 
0 
0 
4 
13 
12 
18 
5 
5 
.. 
Salt Marsh 
Salt Marsh 
Beach w/Scarp 
Bea ch w /Scarp 
Bedroc.k Ramp 
Bedrock .Ramp 
Beach w /Scarp 
Salt Marsh 
Beach w/Scarp 
Note: A •.• means no data or not applicable. SCARP variables are 
in meters •. ANGLE REP. and SHORE variables are in deqrees. 
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MHW and higher high water often come very close (within 
10caj of the base of these profiles (A. A', B, Bi)~ 
Profile B (.Figure 7) is a medium anqle scarp, usually 
totally vegetated. The crest of the scarp is rounded. 
Sometimes the trunks of trees growing near the base of the 
scctrp are distorted due to slo~ soil creep downslope. In 
some cases, the scarp base is convex, rather than a sharp 
angle. This type of profile is most common in the upper 
reaches of the tide-dominated zone, 
minimal. 
where wave impacts are 
Profile C (Piqure 7) is typical of Bedrock Ramp shores, 
and bedrock shores, in general~ Rock Cliff, and Stepped 
Rock shores, however, are hiqhl y variable. The unc-0nsoli-
dated sediment/vegetation zone is usually separated from MHW 
by an expanse of bare rock. In some cases, the small scarp 
is entirely missing, or is simply exposed roots~ Surficial 
deposits are seldom thick in this situation; on the contrary 
they are most oftEn very thin. 
Storm berms can be quite variable, ranqinq from a layer 
of stones against the base of unconsolidated sediments to 
high angle, multiple berm deposits over-ridinq the shore and 
extending into the terrestrial vegetation~ These can occur 
on Bedrock Ramp shores, or in bedrock gaps above mixed or 
sorted beaches,. 
Scarp heights range from 0 to over Sm. 
(ie.- distance from HHR to the scarp base) 
Scarp distances 
range from 0 to 
A 
B 
c 
D 
Fiqure 
A1 
High-Angle Scarp 
------
MHW 
\ Beach ~B' Shore 
I 
---
MHW 
Scarp 
MHW 
Small Scarp 
Bedrock Ramp 
----
--MHW 
Bedrock and I or 
Gravel and Boulders 
MHW 
7: Generalized Shore Profiles 
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J3 
12m.; and scarp elevations {ie.- vertical distance from MHW 
to scarp base) cange from 0 to 3m.~ 
Most of these measurements can be quite variable alonq 
any stcetch of shore.. Scarp heiqhts are controlled by a 
combination of thickness of deposits, duration of shore 
development, and erosion rate,. Scarp distance and elevation 
are usually constant for a stretch of beach type shore; but 
moce variable for rock ty~e shores~ 
Summary statistics for Beach w/Scarp shores are qiven 
in Table 5.. correla-tions b€tween the variables for Beach 
w/Scarp shores are shown in Table 6. The negative correla-
tion for Scarp Distance and Scarp Height shows that where 
Mean High Water comes closer to the scarp bas~, hiqher 
scarps are found.. This miqht be interpreted as more 
advanced erosion than on shores with smaller scarps. In 
terms of the erosion model presented earlier, there is a 
higher probability for hiqh water events to impact the sedi-
ment scarp.. Thus, a scarp cut further back into the pce-
existing topography results. 
Scarp Height is also correlated with the slope of the 
supratidal shore (UPPPER SHORE). This relationship may 
result £rom the accumulation of slumped material at the 
bases of large scarps, so that the upper shore is often 
steeper than the lower, intertidal shore~ This trend was 
tested by a Sign Test (Dixon and Massey 1969:33 338)4 
Eighteen Upper Shore slopes are greater (+) , while only 
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TABLE 5: SUMMARY STATISTICS FOE BEACH W/SCARP TYPE SHORES 
r --r - T ~ 
I VAR.TABLE J N I MEAN 1 STD I MEDIAN I MIN IMOM I MAXIMUM j 
1---------+----+--------+------+-- -----,--·-----;------- ~ 
1 SC AR P I 4 0 J L. 7 6 I 1 .. 0 4 I 1.. 5 5 0 .. 3 I 5 ,. 2 a 
SC AH PEL 41 0.73 o .. 38 o .. 70 o 2 .. 2 a 
l SCABPDIS 41 4 .. 88 2 .. 72 4.45 J 
~ 
0 J 11 .. 9 J 
ANGLEREP I 40 J 47 118,,.2 i 41 .. 5 I 22 J 90 I 
-----·-·-- --+----+-------+------+ ---- -+-------+------~ 
UP SHORE I 40 J 10 J 4.7 I '9.0 I 3 J 24 1 
j LOWSHORE I 23 I 7.3 J 2,,3 1 .. 0 3 13 l.----------.L-., ___ .i,_ _____ " __ .1....-,. ____ .L,.... _____ ..L...., ____ .L.. ____ .J 
JS 
three Lower Shore slopes are qreater (-). For Ho: p+ ~ 0.5, 
the critical region is 17 or more +•s at a siqnificance 
level of 04004; therefore, Ho can safely be rejected.. There 
is a definite tr2nd for the supratidal shore to be steeper 
than the intertidal shore~ 
Beach w/Scarp shores tend to be concave based indicat-, 
ing that subaerial process dominate over marine pI:'ocess at 
present (Emery and Kuhn 1982). Eroded s€diments accumulate 
at the scarp foot above the reach of normal tides. 
For beach shores with berm construction, even on a 
small scale, th€ supratidal slope would be less than the 
intertidal slope .. Apparently the impact of waves is not 
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TABLE 6: SPEARMAN CO'RRELAT IONS FQR BEACH W/SCARP TYPE 
SHORES 
;r-----y------,.-----7-------T------,------, 
I SCABPj SCARP I SCARP! ANGLE I UPPER J LOWER I 
I J ELEV. I DIST~I REPa J SLOPE J sioPE I 
SCA'RP I L. 001 1 -0.391 I o .. 35 
j J I o .. o 11 7 I I 0.029 
J I l 401 I J9 
SCARP I 1 .. 00 J 0.641 I 
ELEV .. A I o,,. o o o 11 J 
I I 411 I 
SCARP j I 1 .. 001 -0 .. 47 
DIS~. J I J 0.002 
I J I I J I 40 l I 
!--------+------+-----+------+------+-"----+-----~-~ 
J A NG LE J I I I 1 • 0 0 I I - 0 .. 4 8 I 
I REP.. J I I l I I 0 .. 0 2 3 I 
~ I l J I I i 22 i 
UPPER 
SHORE 
VOWER 
SHORE 
J 
I 
LOO 
1 .. 00 
._ L 
------------1-----1----------.J....__--J 
KEY: 
Top number 
Middle number 
Bottom number 
No significant correlation {alpha=0.05) 
Correlation coefficient 
Significance level 
Number of observations 
felt by the Beach v/Scarp shores examined above. 
The other significant correlations in Table 6 are 
straight forward, except for the angle of repose with int~r-
tidal shore slope. This correlation may be due to an asso-
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ciation between high angle scarps of Presumpscot sediments 
and intertidal mudflats. 
EROSION RATES 
Re-measuring Shell Heaps 
Two technig ues of obtaining er- osion rates were 
exp_lored. The 
she 11 deposits 
Phelps (1884) .. 
Peabody Museum, 
first was re-measuring the extent of the 
of several archaeological sites visited by 
In his letters to F.W. Putnam at the Harvard 
Phelps gives length of shell midden alonq 
the shore and maximum extent back from shore. There is no 
mention of the measurement tech nigue; however:, mEasurements 
of odd numbers are common.. If the distances were 11quess-
timated", or paced, 
assumed, therefore, 
chained). 
they would probably be rounded. It is 
that the distances were taped, (oc 
In 1884 Phelps measured site 
675ft (206m) along the shore and 
27-6 on Jones Neck 
up to 100f-t (3 0. Sm) 
as 
back 
from the shore .. In 1983 the site extends 125m along the 
sho.re and its widest extent is 2 Om. At 1 east 1 Om has eroded 
in 99 years for an average erosion rate of 10.6m/100 yrs. 
Ir the site is 1000yrs old as indicated by pottery recovered 
in test excavations at the site (Sanger, personal communica-
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tion) , and the erosion rate has been cons·tant throuqh out 
that time, then the original extent of the middEn was over 
120m.. .If this erosion rate is representative for the 
region,. then only about 17% of the midden deposits pres.ent 
at 1000 BP remain today. 
Two other sites have been re-measur€d to yield erosion 
rates. Site 17-3, near the mouth of the St~ Georqe River, 
was measured by Phelps as 584 ft. along the shore by 75-100 
f~ wide. Eldridge (198~ mapped the present extent of the 
shell midden as 82 ft. at its widest.. At least 18 ft. 
(5~5m) has eroded in 96 years, for an averaqe erosion rate 
of 18.8ft./100yrs, or 5~7m/100yrs4 
Site 27-8* on an island at the mouth of the Medomak 
River, was 130 ft,. wide in 1884.. Today it is 45ft. wide,. 
It vould appear that 85ft,. (2 6m) has eroded i.n 100 yrs; how·-
ever, this is probably in error. It is possible that the 
soil augerinq technique used to map the present extent of 
the site missed portions of the shell midden included in 
Phelps• observations~ In Phelps 1 day, the site was cleared 
and farmed, and he reported that the shell was in small 
piles 11 in most places not conn€cted to each other.. 11 Today 
the site is covered by dense, 2nd qrovth, spruce forest and 
brush. An effort was made to locate any shell patches 
beyond.the main midden, but none were located. 
Most of the sites which Phelps reported on in 1884 wece 
b,eing farmed. The bank .was often plowed. This would mean 
)9 
that the sta bili:zi ng veqeta ti on was removed from erosional. 
scarps, and most likely, the naturally developed shore pro-
file was modified. This technigue of farming would undoubt-
edly increase the erosion rate of the shore~ Phelps also 
comments that the shells were sometimes carted a&ay for 
lime,, These are complicating factors in erosion rates 
obtained by re-measuring sites. For example, another site 
measured by both Phelps and Eldridge was larqer in 1980 than 
in 1884~ Plowing could have spread the shell deposits over 
a wider area, accounting for the discrepancy. 
Erosion rates obtained by re-measuring sites are prob-
ably in the correct order of magnitude, but can only be con-
sidered estimates. 
Tree Coring 
The rates of erosion obtained by measuring sites are 
comparable to the results of a pilot study into the use of 
tree coring 
cussed, and 
to obtain erosion rates~ As previously dis-
defined in Ke.llogq 1982: 197-202, the active 
erosion classification used in this, and the Boothbay study, 
is based, in part, on the state 0£ tree growth at the shore .. 
SEVERE erosion is characterized by totaliy undermined 
and fallen trees8' and MEDI UM erosion by distorted tree 
growth. During field work in the Muscongus;st. Georqe 
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region, several locations were noted where trees had been 
undermined by erosion, and their trunks lowered onto the 
beach without appreciably distorting groath {Plate 4). 
Others trees h.ad fallen, and then re-established growth 
upward creating sharply bent trunks. It was reasoned that 
by measuring the distance from the tree trunk to the present 
scarp,, and coring the tree for an aqe determination, a mini-
mum erosion rate over the lifetime of ·the tree could be 
established,, 
To test this idea, Carol Bliss, then a M.S. candidate 
at the Institute for Quaternary Stud~es, U.M.O. q cored 10 
Red {or Black Spruce) trees at six different locations 
between the mouths of the st. George and Medomak Rivers .. 
Bliss noted that the trees would wood in 
response to chang€s in tbe relationship of their trunks to 
vertical~ Several trees with distorted trunks were included 
among thos~ cored. Bliss prepared and counted each core t~ 
00YY1 Pf? 
age the trees and noted the inception of any ~"cti"(ffi 
growth. Results are shown in Table 7. 
Average rates of erosion calculated over the total life 
of the trees vary from 1.7 cm/yr to 5~1 cm/yr. Rates calcu-
.C.L>t'(I (JfZ~-5$ fo VJ 
lated from the inception of first eompastioe growth in each 
tree range 2.5 cm;yr to 12 cm/yr. One test of the consis-
tency of this data is provided by Trees 19 and #10 which 
were gr-owing next to each other with their roots intert-
vined .. Tree # 10 was sliqhtl y closer to the scarp than Tree 
Plate 4: Trees undermined by erosion and lowered onto the 
beach. In this case, erosion has proqressed at least four 
meters in the lif etiae of the tree on the riqht. 
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#9.. Erosion rates calculated for these two trees aqree 
closely .. 
The average erosion rate for these ten trees is 
c arn('-'(1 
3'*4cm/yr {4. 8cm/yr fo.t' rates calculat€d for -ee~n 
growth} ... These rates probably fall within the middle ranqe 
of erosion rates for the reqion because, where erosion is 
more rapid, trees have fallen and washed away, and where 
erosion is slower, tree growth is less distorted. 
Erosion is probably not a constant process; slow era-
sion may be punctuated by erosional events such as larqe 
storms, or slumps due to unusual soil moisture.. Attempts 
comf 
were made to correlate the inception of ~t±61l qrmrth in 
the trees to potential erosional events. Maximum Stillwater 
Tide Heights, associated with storms, for Portland, Maine 
were obtained from the New England Corps of Enqineers~ 
These data reflect 29 large storms that occured bc.Etween 1918 
and 1978 ... If st-0rm events have undermined trees, then the 
(\ 
inception of ~~~,t;±frfT growth should post-date storms for 
the growth period of the year following the storm {Table 8). 
In seven cases, involving Trees #2, 3, and 8, the 
corr 1 {J (> ,G;::;:;.5 fo r1 
onset, or renewal of compa:e~±<m qrowth may be related to 
storm erosion. Ass.1u1ing that storm erosion accounts for all 
of the erosion indicated by the tree ring data, an averaqe 
rate of erosion per storm could be calculated for each tree~ 
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TABLE 7: TREE CORING DATA AND EROSION BATES 
-----------~-------------~--~~-----------------~--~--------' 
... ---------------"T'""------z-------------r-------.--------., ~Tree # and 1 No. ofJ Years Since I DistancelErosion J 
jCoring I Rings j Inception of) to jRate J 
JLocation :1 I I Scarp I I 
2 Davis Cove 
l Tree #1 
4 
jTree #2 
j 
j 
I 72 
J 
44 
I 
J 48 
I 
30 
J 
I 1. 2m 
J 
a 2.- 1 rn 
I 
I 
11. 7cm/•rr:. J 
I *2. 5cm/vrl 
14 .. Scm/yr I 
j *7"' Ocm/yr I 
1--------~--------~---+-----------------~--~----+--~·--·-----~·--·----~ 
!Tree #3 I 57 41 2.2m J3.9crn/yr I 
t i J I 1*5 .. Jcm/yrl 
1-------------.J-------+-----------+------·--+---------· 
J Gay Island 
J Tree #4 
I 
I 
4 68 
l 
j 
! 46 
J 
l 
I 1., Sm 
I 
-f 
I J 
J 2.6cm/vi: I 
I *3. ·~km/ yr! 
JTree #5 I 39 I 39 I l .. Om J2.6cm/yr I 
+----·-------..... ------+----------+------·--+---·-----~ 
t------------- ---1 
j Morse Island I j 4,, Jcm/y r j 
JTree #6 J 70 I 25 I 3 .. 0m 1*12cm/yr 1 
!-----------·--·----+------+------------- + --+---------.f 
1-- -+------·-+----------t 
f Crotch Island I j I J t 
J'l'ree #7 J 39 I 39 I 2 .. 0m J5 .. 1cm/yr J 
~ 
1--------------+-------+------------+---------+---------i 
l Wharton .Island j J I J 2. Jcrn/yr I 
JTree #8 J 64 J 53 J 1 .. Sm 1*2 .. 8cm/yrJ 
--------·-----------·-+-~~--·----~ 
------..f 
]JonBs Neck J3.1cm/yc J 
tTree #9 I 80 I 70 I 2 .. 5m S*3,.6cm/vri 
j-------------·--.j--------+----------+-----+----------t 
!Tree #10 I 76 J 67 l 2.4m 13.2cm/yr • 
l I I I I *3 .. 6cm/vrJ 
1------------·--+----·---+----------+------+------t 
L-------------..L-------..A..-----------.L-----_J__--------·.11 
* Erosion rate computed using only growth years. 
TABLE 8: GROWTH vs~ STORM DATES 
r----------'T-------------y----------·---, 
j IP,~,~1h~;.),,1 J Renewed. J I I ~a::et::H>n ! c ~~+;:;'l::P:n· ! storm Dates I 
I G 1:-011th I Gro\.fftl ' . .. t J 
I 1914(9) f I 
1-------------+-~------~-+--- --------·-"! 
l 1917(10) I I 
I j I Nov 191 8 I 
t---------·---+-----------+-----------f 
I ~ i Dec 191 9 j 
2 1931(8) 
1-----
J 1935(1) 
Mar l931 
J 1938(4) J I I 
·------------t--·---------+------------~ 
& I I A pr 194 O I 
J 1 9 I~ 3 (3 ) I J I 
f-------------+-----------+------------1 
! I J Nov 1944 J 
I 1 9 4 5 ( 5 £ 7) I I Dec 19 4 5 i 
1-------------+----------+-----------f 
j a 1948(3) I I 
J 1 I Apr, Oct 19531 
1-----------+-·------------+-·--------I 
I 1954(2) I 3 Aug 1954 I 
J J 1956{5) J I 
!------------+-------------+---------~ 
J 19 59 { 6) I J 4 
I 1 l960(7) ! Dec 1'960 J 
f-------------+------------+------------1 
I I I Jan, Apr 19611 
3 1963 (7 s 8) J Nov 1963 
TABLE 8: Continued 
.-------------T-------------,----------------"1 
~ 
t--- -------
1 
J • 
ReneMed 
Compa:e;ti-&n-
G f51''ffi' ,:-, ' ' Storm Dates 
Dec 1968 
Dec 1969 
1972* 
t------------+------ ----~-~-+------------·--·-
' I 1973 (3) Apr 1973 
! 
I 
' 
l 
1 
l 
J I 1974(8) I Dec 1974 J 
¥-----------+-----------+------------! 
J I 1975 (7) J I 
J J t Mar, Dec 19761 
·-------------+-------------+------~--------1 
i j i977 (2) I Apr 1977 J 
I Jan, Feb 19781 
'-------------1.-------------.L.--------~_______. 
Tree numbers indicated in parentheses. 
*February, March, April, and November. 
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All of the erosion may have been done, however, by only a 
£ev storms that occurred during the life of the tree, while 
other storms did little or no damaqe. If the three trees 
that appear to have been impacted by storms (~able m are 
used., storm erosion rates are as fol.lows: 
Tree 12: 1.05m/storm, 
Tree tJ: 0.7lm/storm, 
Tree #8: 0.15m/storm. 
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This measure is only realistic £or Tree #J because it 
is the only one of the three that is in a potentially storm 
impacted location. T~ees #2 and 18 are on marshy shores 
with limited fetches, where less punctuated erosion is more 
likely. There is no way to measur~ the amount of erosion a 
past storm has caused from tree core data, and there is no 
way to separate erosion rates for punctuated vs. cons ta nt 1 
tree can be derived~ 
The other factor considered as having a potential 
impact on erosion is precipitation~ Monthly precipitation 
records for Brunswict 6 Maine were obtained from Geoff Gordon 
of the Climate Research Group, Instit nte for: Qua ternary 
Studies, U.M.O •• Data begins in 1808 with qaps of 14 yeacs 
after 1823, 82 years between 1859 and 1941, and 5 years from 
1947 to 1951. The averaqe yearly tota1 for the remaining 61 
years is 45.2 inches with a standard deviation {std) of 10.2 
inches (Table 9). For the years since 1940, the average is 
44.7 inches with a std of 8.5 inches. Two years - 1954 and 
1977 - fall above the total mean plus one std (45.~ t 10.2 = 
Both of these years could be matched with 
plus one std based on the data since 1940. They are 195.J, 
1954, 1958, 1972, 1975, and 1977. 
(y)Ji\f~<\51 
vith 'e-EHB13a~ grotWth in Tree #7 .. 
1975 could be matched 
With a larger sample, and a carefully considered sam-
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TABLE 9: YEARLY J?RECIPITATION FOR BRUNSW"ICK, MAINE 
Total 
1~~£ R.r.§£il!.!. 
1809 423.1 in 
1810 280. 9 
i812 407.i 
1813 374 .. 4 
1814 482.0 
·rn l 5 269 .. o 
i8t6 292.5 
1817 403 .. 5 
1818 263.8 
1839 541 .. 9 
1840 361.2 
184 i 4 81. 8 
, 842 549. 8 
1843 669 .. 3 
1844 503 .. 2 
1845 756 .. 4 
1 846 434 .. 6 
1847 61t.7 
1848 5(jJ.7 
1849 393 .. 1 
1850 574. 4 
1851 47 3 .. 7 
i 852 55:l. 7 
1 854 461,. 4 
1855 445 .. 8 
1856 327 .. 8 
1857 428.8 
1858 455 .. 4 
1859 48/J .. 4 
Total average= 452.l in~ 
Total Std .. = 101 .. 6 in .. 
·Total 
1§!!! EJ;~fi.12.!. 
1941 27J.5in 
1942 479 .. 9 
1943 470 .. 8 
1944 459 .. 4 
19 45 491.. 1 
1946 371..4 
1952 496.5 
1953 534 .. 9 
1954 577.7 
1955 328 .. 9 
1956 436.6 
1957 322.6 
1958 537 .. 8 
1959 472 .. 4 
1960 499.5 
1961 J71 .. 9 
1962 407 .. 0 
1963 4ti1. .. 3 
1964 363 .. 0 
1965 .2ff1.2 
1966 405 .. 8 
1967 411...4 
1968 388.2 
1969 519 .. 4 
1970 423 .. 3 
1971 396 .. 6 
1972 538.8 
1973 496 .. 5 
1974 440 .. () 
1975 548 .. 0 
1976 498.5 
1977 635 .. 6 
Average since 1941 = 447.2 in. 
Std. since 1941 = 84.6 in. 
pling design covering a wide range of shore situations, this 
technique of using tree corinqs to document coastal erosion 
could he very poverf ul. What is potentially most important 
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about this technique is that, not only an averaqe rate of 
erosion can be determined for a span of years, but also, an 
indication of the intermittent pulses and irreqularities in 
erosion rate can be obtained. The ref ore, the relative 
importance of marine processes, in particular, storms and 
high water events, vs. subaerial processes of slope degrada-
tion and development can be studied in relation to physical 
shore characteristics4 This kind of information is para-
mount for testing models of long-term coastal development, 
and in predicting the course of continued erosion. No other 
technique available for long-term erosion information can 
match this potential~ 
There are some complicatinq factors, however. For 
example, :in several 
sediment/soil zone is 
cially rounded bedrock 
trees grow with shallow 0 
placeE, the whole unconsolidated 
slowly moving down-slope over qla-
due to soil creep~ Because spruce 
intertwined r?ots, a whole stand 
can move downslope as a unit.. growth can, there-
fore, occur without erosion. This problem could be overcome 
by coring several trees within a stand so that the rate of 
soil creep could be separated from the erosion rate. 
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DISCUSSION 
Relative sea-level rise is ultimately responsible for 
long- te :rm coastal erosion along the 11aine coast .. Recent 
investigations suqgest that the rate of relative sea-level 
rise is variable along the coast (Tyler ~!-~lL 1979). The 
eastern and western coast is subsidinq more rapidly relative 
to the central coast~ The probability that higher and 
hiyher elevations could be reached by marine waters are 
greater where sea-level rise is more rapid; therefore, ero-
sion :r:a tes could be expected to be more rapid to the west of 
'.(l.t<',\~1) 
''-A?t? 
the Muscongus/St~ George· and "down east"~ 
In comparison to the Boothbay reqion, erosion in the 
Muscongus/SL. George reqion is more evident .. Furthermore, 
older sites are present in the former region, while they are 
very rare. or absent, to the east~ Tf relative sea-level 
rise Mas the only factor in controlling erosion in both 
these regions, then the reverse situation might he expected. 
Either, other factors are important, or the current pattern 
of subsidence is relatively recent in geological time. 
In the absence of a large number of erosion rates for 
comparison and trend analysis, guantitative statements of 
relative erosion between the Muscongus/St~ George and 
Bootb.ba y regions cannot be made., The settlement patterns of 
sites in the two regions are comparable.; therefore, cultural 
behavior is not a factor .in site preservation ... Differences 
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in the physical enviconment ~fg factors in the more advanced 
erosion (or at least the more prevelent SEVERE ~cosion) or 
the Muscongus/St. George region~ 
On the basis 0£ present archaeological evidence it can-
not be stated that there is a difference in the relative 
sea-level rise of these two adiacent areas of the coast. If 
differential subsidence has been a lonq-te["m phenomena, then 
the diffecences in the aqes of preserved archaeoloqical 
sites could be marked even for neighboring 
does not appear to be the case for the west 
coast from Owls Head to Reid State Park. 
regions .. This 
central tia ine 
A final report will address all of the necessary 
assumptions, and interpcet all of the archaeoloqical and 
geo-archaeological observations along the Ma~ne coast qath-
ered by the NBC projects. 
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